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SOLOMON
ET AL' VISCOUS
RELAXATION
OF IMPACTBASINTOPOGRAPHY

where J0 is the Besselfunctionof order zero, v(k) is givenby
(3), and F(k) is the Hankel transform of f(r):
F(k) =

h'-2 10•5•/
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Equations (3)-(5) have been used to evaluate the effect of
viscous relaxation on lunar craters by Daneg [1965], Scott
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[1967], and Hall et al. [1981] and to estimate the lifetimes of

crater and basin relief on Mercury by Schaberet al. [1977].
In practice, the initial topographicprofile in Figure lb is
representedby a discrete seriesat a radial distancespacing
of 20 km. The Hankel transform in (5) is evaluated by

quadratureusingthe trapezoidrule andpolynomialapproxi-
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mationsto J0 given by Abrarnowitzand Stegun[1964]. The
integral in (4) is replaced by an equivalent sum over 200
Fig. 2. Viscous relaxation of Orientale basin topographyfor a
half-space
modelfor lunarrheology.Profilesareshownat t = 0, 10TM wave numbers spacedevenly in k between wavelengthsof
s (3 m.y.), 10•5 s (30 m.y.), and 10•6 s (300m.y.); thesetimesscale 4000 and 40 km. The neglectof the sphericalgeometryof the
lunar surface is likely to introduce some error in the relaxlinearlywith the assumed
viscosity,heretakenas •/= 1025P.
ation times for the longest wavelengths(several hundred
kilometersand greater)in the basintopographicspectrum.
The predictedviscousrelaxationof Orientalebasintopogterized by temperatureslow enough to resist viscousflow raphy with the half-spacemodel for viscosityin the moon is
and to permit the long-term supportof basin topographyby
shown in Figure 2. Profilesare given at a numberof times t
finite strength.
fortheassumed
valuesp = 2.9g/cm3,g = 162cm/s
2,and,/=
r, km

1025P. For the profilesshown,the indicated
timeswould

VISCOUS RELAXATION

increaseor decreasein direct proportionto changesin the
Half-Space Model
assumedvalue for viscosity.Note that becauselong-waveWith the topographicprofile of Oftentale as an assumed lengthfeaturesdecay faster than short-wavelength
features
initial state, we now examine the effect of viscous relaxation
accordingto (3), the overall relief of the basinandthe depth
on the topographyof basinsformed earlier in lunar history of the central depressiondecreasefaster than the local relief
when near-surface temperatures were high and solid state of individual ring structures.
creep was a significant process at shallow depths and on
A uniform half spaceis not, for many reasons,an adequate
relatively short geologicaltime scales[e.g., Solomonet al.,
model of the rheologyof the moon. Laboratory experiments
1981]. We considera rangeof simplemodelsfor the response on the creep behavior of rocks and mineralsappropriateto
of the moon to initial basin topographicrelief; in all of these planetary crusts and mantles indicate that the effective
models the response is determined analytically so that we
viscosityof suchmaterialsis stronglydependent,in general,
may understand the effect of important parameters on the on temperature, strain rate (or deviatoric stress), and comrelaxation process.
position [e.g., Tullis, 1979]. Figure 3 displays,as examples,
The simplestmodel for lunar rheologyis a half spaceof the effective viscosityof olivine [Goetze, 1978]andpyroxene
uniform Newtonian viscosity ,/, uniform density p, and [Avd Lallemant, 1978] at dry conditions as functions of
uniform gravitational acceleration g. Consider topography temperature and stress difference. While a nonlinear relathat is initially two-dimensionaland harmonic,
tionship between stressdifference and strain rate has been
demonstratedfor creep in rock-formingminerals at stress
f (x) = F cos kx
(1)
differences of hundreds of bars to kilobars and is characteris-

where x is the horizontal

coordinate and k is the horizontal

wave number. Then at t > 0, the topographyh(x, t) is given
by [e.g., Cathies, 1975]

h(x, t) = F e-t/•øcoskx

(2)

•'o(k)= 2 •7k/pg

(3)

where

The relaxation is faster (i.e., •0 is less) for lower viscosity,
for smaller k or greater wavelength (2•r/k), and for greater
gravitational acceleration.
The solutionfor circularly symmetrictopographyis analogousto (2). If the initial topographicprofile is f(r), where r is
the radial coordinate, then at t > 0 the topographyh(r, t) is
given by [Cathies, 1975]

h(r, t) =

k dk
f0F(k) e-•Z•:k•ffo(kr)

(4)

tic of flow mechanismscontrolled by the movement of
dislocations[e.g., Goetze, 1978], Figure 3 indicatesthat the
variationsin the effectiveviscositywithin planetsis primarily a function of temperatureand only secondarilya function
of the stressdifference.Thus to retain the simplicityand
clarity of analytical models for planetary rheology, we
maintain the assumptionof a Newtonian viscosity (i.e.,
strain rate is linearly proportionalto stressdifference),but
we permit viscosityto vary with depth in recognitionof a
strong dependenceof rheology on temperature.
Layer Over Inviscid Half Space

The next simplest model that we consider for lunar
rheology is that of a layer of uniform Newtonian viscosity•
and thickness H overlying a half space of viscosity sutficiently low so that we may regardthe materialas inviscid(•
= O)at geologicaltime scales.The conceptualmotivationfor
such a model is that of a lithosphere in which viscous

